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“Thanks for an awesome and amazing 
week and for sharing your terrific 
knowledge and experience with us. Your  
expert photography knowledge helped 
me to grow and be a better photographer. 
Your birding and nature skills have 
inspired me! Your passion for your work is 
contagious!”  — Audrey F, NY

http://www.wildsidephotoadventures.com
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We’re always trying to change things up in the 
Showcase competition. Last year, we initiated 
categories for the first time, and this year we 
combined two categories into one (Macro, Micro 
and All Other Wildlife) and added a new category 
(Altered Reality). Check out the artistic creations 
our members submitted in Altered Reality. These 
images represent refreshing points of view that 
are fun to look at but not as crazy as we thought 
they might be. The new category brought some 
of our NANPA artists out of the woodwork and we 
were glad to see them!

To keep costs down, we added advertising to 
this year’s Expressions. Please check out the ads 
on the inside covers and in the back of the book. In 
all but the print versions, these ads are interactive. 
Click them and you will be taken to the advertisers’ 
websites. Please support them as they have 
supported NANPA with their advertising.

Just as impressive as the images in Expressions 
2016 is the excellent writing. We are fortunate to 
have contributions by environmental writer Ted 
Williams, esteemed landscape photographer 
William Neill and long-time picture editor John 
Nuhn as well as Expressions creative director 
Sharon Cohen-Powers. Williams writes on 
conservation by photography; Neill on taking your 
photographic work to the next level; Nuhn on 
setting up a searchable image collection from your 
image files; and creative director Sharon Cohen-
Powers uses her insightful skills to once again 
summarize the competition entries in “You Gotta 
Laugh.”

—Niki Barrie, editor and Sharon Cohen-Powers, 
creative director

INSIDE EXPRESSIONS
Approximately 2,600 images were submitted to 

the Showcase competition from some 275 NANPA 
members, and 250 images were selected for this 
book. This year’s judges were William Neill, John 
Nuhn, and Joe and Mary Ann McDonald. There 
were two top prizes in each of five categories 
(Best of Show and First Runner-Up) and five 
Judge’s Choice awards.

 In addition to appearing in Expressions, all 
250 of the selected images will be on the NANPA 
website for a year. Top-scoring images are 
featured as the Image of the Day on NANPA’s 
website Home page.

Expressions is divided into the five categories 
from the competition: Mammals, Birds, Scapes, 
Altered Reality, and Macro, Micro and All Other 
Wildlife. Within each of these sections, we begin 
with the Best of Show followed by First Runner-Up 
and Judge’s Choice.

Ted Williams is a freelance 
environmental writer who is 
regularly featured in publi-
cations such as The Nature 
Conservancy’s Cool Green 
Science, Yale Environment 
360 and Fly Rod & Reel. 

Sharon Cohen-Powers has 
been a photo professional 
for more than 30 years. She 
is the past owner of The 
Wildlife Collection stock 
photo agency and was the 
director of operations for 
AGPix for six years. She cur-
rently serves as webmaster 
for the Photographic Society 

of America (PSA) as well as several small websites 
that she built and maintains. She was the creative 
director of NANPA’s Currents and Ripples and has 
been the co-editor of eNews as well as the creative 
director of Expressions since their inception. Sharon 
is a past president of NANPA and received the 2013 
NANPA Outstanding Service Award along with her 
co-editor, Niki Barrie. She now serves on NANPA’s 
Awards Committee.

John Nuhn is the former long-
time photo director of National 
Wildlife magazine and photo 
editor of its now-ceased sister 
publication, International Wild-
life.  A self-taught photographer, 
he is a member of NANPA’s 
founding board of directors and 
a past president. He currently 
serves on the NANPA Founda-

tion’s board of trustees and is chair of NANPA’s History 
Committee. A charter affiliate member of the Interna-
tional League of Conservation Photographers and past 
chapter president of the American Society of Picture 
Professionals, Nuhn has also been a speaker, panelist 
and judge at many forums.

William Neill, a resi-
dent of the Yosemite 
National Park area 
since 1977, is a land-
scape photographer 
concerned with con-
veying the deep, spiri-
tual beauty he sees 
and feels in nature. 
For info on his books, 
posters and work-

shops, and to sign up for his newsletter updates, 
visit www.WilliamNeill.com. Check out Neill’s new 
ebook, Antarctic Dreams, at http://www.william-
neill.com/store/ebooks/Antarctic-dreams/index.
html. 

Cover Photos: © James Heupel (front cover), © Ken Archer (back cover)

All rights reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form 
or by any means—electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise—without written permission of the 
publisher and copyright holder.   Copyright © 2016 NANPA
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Walrus Huddle 
© Andrew Lerman

“The sky had a thin layer of low-hanging clouds that provided a perfect tone of light in the late arctic summer 
afternoon,” said Andrew Lerman.  He was in a Zodiac with a guide and a handful of other photographers in the 
southeast fjords near Svalbard, Norway, this past June. Their driver patiently maneuvered the Zodiac so they 
would not disturb the walrus. Lerman wanted to tell a story with his images, and he asked the guide to get as 
close as possible without stressing the animals. He hung over the edge of the Zodiac, held his camera just 
above the water to accentuate the sweeping nature of the ice shelf and sky. Then the driver shut the engines 
down, and they drifted until finally, they were at the right place. “The walrus cooperated,” said Lerman, “and I 
took three pictures in succession. It was exactly as I had hoped for.”

Lerman used a Canon 1DX with Canon EF16-35mm L lens attached.  The picture was shot at approximately 
25mm, f/6.3, 1/3200 sec.

Lerman is a freelance nature, landscape and wildlife photographer who resides in Pleasant-
ville, New York. He offers private one-on-one photography classes as well as small group 
workshops in various locations. His website is www.LermanPhoto.com.

First Runner-UpBest in Show

Peter Pan’s Shadow
© Cindy Goeddel 

A red fox performs a spectacular mousing jump in Cindy Goeddel’s photograph captured in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park’s Hayden Valley in February 2015.  “Red foxes use not only their acute sense of hearing to pinpoint 
the exact location of their prey under the snow,” said Goeddel, “but they also employ the Earth’s magnetic 
field as a rangefinder to help plot their trajectory. This fox perfected its aim by using its plumy tail as a rudder.”

Goeddel’s camera was a Canon 1DX on a tripod with a Wimberley head. She used a Canon 500mm f/4 IS 
lens plus 1.4x TC III, 1/2000 sec., f/8, ISO 400. 

Cindy Goeddel is a professional photographer and naturalist. She has a passion for creat-
ing images that convey the story and spirit of wildlife, while inspiring others to celebrate 
and protect the land we share. In 2005 Goeddel’s interest in photography began as a way 
of recording her love of wildlife. In 2009 she launched her professional career and started 
guiding and teaching photography in Yellowstone National Park.  Her website is www.goed-
delphotography.com. 

© 2014 John Thornton

© Andrew Lerman

www.LermanPhoto.com
www.goeddelphotography.com
www.goeddelphotography.com
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A BOBCAT DRINKS AT A WATeRHOLe, Santa 
Clara Ranch, Texas.  © Hector Astorga

HuMPBACK WHALe, Punta Mita, Nayarit, Mexico. 
© Ernesto Sanchez-Proal

HuMPBACK WHALe CALF, Silver Banks, 
Dominican Republic.  © Peter Hartlove

Arctic Fox
© Mark Hayward

This photograph is an excellent combination of capturing the behavior and character of the fox with a highly 
artistic contrast of monochrome and color. The textures of the fox’s fur are white and delicate while the 
colorful eyes and mouth rivet the viewer’s attention.—William Neill

I love this image. The eye is immediately caught by the fox’s tongue, its color contrasting with the whites and 
in a perfect position. Composition and sharpness are just right. It reminds me of something that wildlife artist 
Robert Bateman could have painted.—John Nuhn
 
We love images that are white on white or black on black, and this arctic fox captured against a white 
background is stunning. The subtlety of the animal, with the stark colors and edges of the eye, nose and 
tongue, make this a wonderful image and a great example of a Challenge Puzzle for all of you puzzle 
aficionados.—Joe and Mary Ann McDonald

Judge’s Choice
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SPIDeR MONKeY DOeS ACROBATICS FOR 
FRuIT, Osa Peninsula, Costa Rica.  
© Christine Crosby

VeRReAux’S DANCING SIFAKA, Berenty Reserve, 
Madagascar.  © Diana Rebman

FOx AT THe TAIL eND, Yellowstone National Park.  
© Cindy Goeddel

DALL PORPOISe, off the coast of southeastern 
Alaska.  © Martin Pomphrey

BROWN BeAR SPRINTS TOWARD CAMeRA, 
Katmai National Park, Alaska.  © William Pohley

PORPOISe FeeDS ON MuLLeT, Flamingo, South Florida.  
© Michael Stern
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FIGHTING WHITe HORSeS OF THe 
CAMARGue, Camargue region of France.  
© Jeff Vanuga

BACKLIT SPARRING BeARS, Churchill, Manitoba, 
Canada.  © Diana Rebman

KODIAK BeARS, Uganik River, 
Kodiak, Alaska.  © Diane McAllister

ReD FOx, Grand Teton National Park, 
Wyoming.  © Dawn Wilson

POLAR BeAR RIM LIGHT PORTRAIT, Svalbard, 
Norway.  © John Trone

BABY eLePHANT SILHOueTTe, 
Etosha National Park, Namibia.  
© Wendy Kaveney
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JuVeNILe AND ADuLT GRIzzLY 
PRINTS, Lake Clark National Park, 
Alaska.  © Brenda Tharp

AFRICAN eLePHANT TRuNK, 
Chobe National Park, Botswana.  
© Carol Grenier

A PYGMY SLOTH IN A MANGROVe TRee, Isla 
Escudo de Veraguas, Panama.  © Kirsten Hines

BeAR CLAWS, Katmai Coast, Alaska.  
© Steve Freno

RuNNING LONG-TAILeD WeASeL, San Luis 
Obispo County, California.  
© Rick Derevan

ARCTIC FOx WARMS ITS NOSe, Nunavat Territory, 
Canada.  © Mark Hayward

THOuSANDS OF BATS GATHeR INSIDe CAVe, 
Sinaloa, Mexico.  © Ernesto Sanchez-Proal

BROWN BeAR FeeDS ON CHuM SALMON, McNeil River State Game 
Sanctuary, Alaska.   © Sandra Zelasko
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MOTHeR POLAR BeAR WITH  
CuB, Wapusk National Park, 
Canada.  © Steven Barger

POLAR BeAR YOGA STReTCH, 
Kaktovik, Alaska.  © Michael Cohen

DOMINANCe DISPLAY BeTWeeN TWO POLAR 
BeARS, Kaktovik, Alaska.  © Sue Petterson

POLAR PLAY, Kaktovik, Alaska.  
© Shayne McGuire

A MALe POLAR BeAR MuTILATeS A CuB, Baffin 
Region, Nunavut, Canada.  © Greg Cook

MOuNTAIN GOATS ABOVe THe CLOuDS, Mount 
Evans, Colorado.  © Sean Crane

ReD FOxeS SPARRING, Eastern Oklahoma.  
© Ron Day

WARTHOGS SKIRMISH, Namibia.  
© Carol Grenier

MASAI GIRAFFe AT SuNRISe, Masai Mara National 
Reserve, Kenya.  © Don Getty

SAN JOAquIN KIT FOx MOTHeR AND KIT, Kern 
County, California.  © Rick Derevan
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YOuNG eLePHANT, David Sheldrick Trust, Kenya. 
(Capt) © Karen Schuenemann

YAWNING RIVeR OTTeR, Yellowstone National 
Park, Wyoming.  © Dawn Wilson

ReD FOx VIxeN DISPLAYING PASSIVe 
SuBMISSION, Eastern Oklahoma.  © Ron Day

A SquIRReL WITH A CuRVeD TWIG, near Salton 
Sea, California.  © Alice Cahill

BABY GORILLA WITH MOM, Volcanoes National 
Park, Rwanda.  © David Bates

OxPeCKeR LANDING ON AFRICAN BuFFALO, 
Masai Mara National Reserve, Kenya.  
© Phyllis Peterson

IMPALA FACeS AN OxPeCKeR, Serengeti, 
Tanzania.  © Karen Hunt

MOTHeR AND BABY CHeeTAH PLAY TAG, Masai 
Mara National Reserve, Kenya.  © Peter BalunekKISSING SNOW MONKeYS, Jigokudani, Japan.  

© Steve Freno

LION CuBS PLAYING, Serengeti, Tanzania.  
© Karen Hunt
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MOTHeR JAGuAR WITH CuBS, Pantanal, Brazil.  
© Diana Rebman

WILD HORSeS WALK ALONG THe SHORe, Outer 
Banks, North Carolina.  © Mark Buckler

WILDeBeeST CROSS THe MARA RIVeR, Serengeti 
National Park, Tanzania. (Phil) 

© James Heupel

A POLAR BeAR WATCHeS 
A HeRD OF WALRuS, 

Svalbard, Norway
© Christopher Gray

WALRuS AND PeNGuINS ON THe BeACH, St. Andrews Bay, South 
Georgia.  © Andrew Lerman

A LONG-TAILeD WeASeL AND ITS 
PReY, Rocky Mountain National Park, 
Colorado.  © David Bates

JuMPING DOLPHIN, Sanibel Island, 
Florida.  © Deanne Cunningham

CARIBOu, Denali National Park, Alaska.  
© Dee Ann Pederson
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The task: Scan, provide metadata and organize for 
posterity tens of thousands of prints, negatives and 
transparencies. About half of the images are mine 
from school days to around 1998. The other half—
images made by many family members—dates 
back to the late nineteenth century. Together, these 
images make up my family archive.

The challenge: Complete this project in a timely 
way while also working on other projects.

The reality: I’ve scanned and inserted metadata 
to a few hundred images thus far and found it time-
consuming.  

Every photographer has a system of storing im-
ages. For digital image files, it might be simply a 
folder of consecutive image numbers or perhaps 
dozens of folders listed by date, topic or location.  
For film, it may range from a closetful of disor-
ganized slide boxes to a collection of sleeved im-
ages carefully filed by roll number, topic or loca-
tion.  When I started taking pictures, I filed them 
in sleeves by roll number. Regrettably, I didn’t keep 
the system going, and the dreaded boxes soon 
started accumulating. 

If you have ever undertaken scanning your older 
images but gave up because of lack of time, have 
hope. Read on.

Scanners
The first thing I learned from the photographers 

and photo agents I interviewed for this article is 
that scanning is a continuing process as you go 
deeper into your files.  Unfortunately, manufactur-
ers of scanners have scaled back their slide models, 
and good pre-owned scanners are getting expen-
sive. For example, Nikon Coolscans were popular 
in the 1990s but are no longer being made.  Nancy 
Carrizales, owner of Animals Animals photo agen-
cy, bought a Nikon Coolscan 2000 for about $2,500 
when it was new.  “It recently needed repair,” she 
explained, “and in searching around for a possible 
replacement, I could only find a used one, costing 
$7,000.”

Flatbeds are about the only options now avail-
able for scanning transparencies.  Some photogra-
phers believe them to be inferior to slide scanners, 
and that may be. Still, it’s telling that Art Wolfe’s 
top images on film continue to be scanned on a 
Hasselblad flatbed.

Slide scanners have not been without problems. 
Katie Joseph, who was Joel Sartore’s assistant for 
many years, says that the automatic batch feeder on 
Sartore’s office scanner had a tendency to jam and 
required some babysitting.  Carrizales was hoping 
to have the automatic feeder on her scanner work 
overnight, but after reading an article about jam-
ming issues, she turned the automatic function off.  

Joseph added that none of the scanners they 
tried handled Kodachrome well.  “Color correction 
was a bit tricky,” she said, “but the worst part was 
that the dust and scratch removal built into the 
scanner didn’t work on Kodachrome.”  

Don’t Scan everything
Another lesson I learned was not to include ev-

ery image in your collection. Back in the late 1990s, 
photographer Marie Read scanned about 1,000 of 
her best images using a Nikon Coolscan.  She made 
the edit based on demand by her clients—images 
that sold well made the cut.  

Similarly, before 2008, Art Wolfe’s staffers 
scanned only those images that were planned for 
books or other projects. Wolfe’s longtime staffer 
Deirdre Skillman added, “We are still doing this for 
any film images selected for projects.”

For photo agencies, the number of images need-
ing to be digitized is huge.  Carrizales started scan-
ning her photographers’ film in 1998.  She scanned 
the most requested images first and then continued 
to scan additional images to fulfill clients’ requests.  
She still does that today and, so far, she has nearly 
500,000 images digitized.

Even after editing, a lot of images can remain. 
Should you outsource?  Photographer Jerry Monk-
man did. Once he realized how much time he was 
spending scanning 5,000 of his best images, he 
hired friends and college students to do it. Kathy Ad-
ams Clark of KAC Productions hired a local retired 
photographer to digitize the best of her agency’s im-
ages. Starting in 2008, Art Wolfe’s staff has used an 
outside firm to scan images that were not planned 
for projects but could be marketed to clients.

Outsourcing can be expensive. Questions to ask 
yourself are how valuable is your time and do you 
trust someone else to handle your images carefully 
and scan them properly?

Search and Find 
Setting up a searchable image collection from your film files

by John Nuhn

FeeDING PORPOISe IS INTeRRuPTeD BY A 
PeLICAN, Flamingo, South Florida.  
© Michael Stern

BABY GReY WHALe, calving lagoon off Baja, 
Mexico. © Cynthia Parnell

A COASTAL BROWN BeAR FISHeS, Lake Clark 
National Park, Alaska.  © Jim Brown

HARBOR SeAL WITH ITS FReSH CATCH, near 
Valdez, Alaska.  © Debbie Tubridy

CALIFORNIA SeA OTTeR eATS A CRAB, Monterey 
Bay, California.  © Jacqueline Deely
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use their smartphone app to manage my online 
collection and send images to clients while I’m not 
in my studio,” he said.

Using Photoshelter, Alamy, AGPix or similar host-
ing sites are good ways to concentrate on prepar-
ing your images without the added issue of dealing 
with web problems. Clark moved her agency’s im-
ages to Photoshelter when Digital Railroad ceased 
business. She explained, “It leaves the design and 
maintenance of the backend to the professionals 
who know that side of the computer. My attention 
can be focused on getting the images ready for the 
database, which is more my expertise.”  

If you intend to market your images and don’t 
have an agency, perhaps your own website can of-
fer your background, philosophy, simple galler-
ies, publication credits and anything else you wish 

to feature—but link to your collection on hosting 
sites. Carrizales advises, “A website is a great way to 
showcase your collection, but building it alone does 
not guarantee traffic. There are multiple options for 
broader distribution of your collection and linking 
to your own site, but always read the fine print.”

The Showcase Database

Since all of the images uploaded to NANPA’s 
Showcase are stored in a database, I thought NAN-
PA’s webmaster John Lock might have some com-
ments on searchable collections. “The main prob-
lem with setting up a searchable image database 
is that you cannot predict what people will want 
to search for,” he told me. “Fixed categories can be 
inflexible, while free-form text is open for keyword 
stuffing to make images come up as often as pos-
sible.” 

His solution for Showcase was a hybrid ap-
proach. Showcase entrants can select from a fixed 
number of categories to assign keywords to their 
images, but they also have some free-form text 
fields so they can provide more detail. These fields 

are limited to 50 characters, so entrants need to 
think about what they enter.

Lock also faces technical problems with upload-
ed images. A prime example is entrants who look 
at the pixel dimensions of images in their photo 
software instead of the file sizes of the compressed 
jpegs that are saved and entered.  Entrants reduce 
the pixel sizes to meet the guidelines, which makes 
the images too small to be viewed online.  The 
jpegs show the real file sizes.

Two other technical problems Lock encounters 
are images submitted in CMYK format instead of 
RGB and images submitted using Adobe RGB color 
space instead of sRGB. While image collections 
should be stored in Adobe RGB, they need to be 
converted for proper online viewing.  

Takeaways
The major takeaway I have from these profession-

als confirms my original thoughts that there are no 
shortcuts and this project will take time. However, 
hearing their experiences and advice made me real-
ize that the task is not impossible. The image collec-
tion will be extremely valuable to my family, present 
and future, and to my schools’ archives.

Another takeaway is that keywording is better 
done in-house.  If I have to describe to someone 
else what is in an image, it’s easier just to add it to 
the metadata myself.

 I also found it notable that none of these pho-
tographers store their collections exclusively on 
someone else’s hard drive, known popularly as the 
cloud. Cloud systems can be hacked, companies 
can close and internet services can go down. If you 
want to use a cloud system for convenience, don’t 
make it your only place for storage.

Finally, Joseph reminds us not to toss the origi-
nal films. “Unlike Joel’s slides, hard drives can and 
do fail. Absent a catastrophe, we can be reasonably 
sure that a given image will be available if we need 
to rescan.”  Sound advice.  �

Specs, Optimization & Storage
Everyone I contacted saved the scanned files 

as tiffs, using Adobe RGB (1998) color profiles in 
RGB mode.  Some used 8 bits per channel; others 
used 16 bits.  File sizes could reach nearly 200 
megabytes if the image was expected to be used 
large or was likely to be cropped.

Once film is scanned, everyone does some cor-
rections and dust removal. This is time-consum-
ing, but important. Joseph explained, “One of our 
major challenges was to get the optimal dynamic 
range—the difference between the lightest lights 
and the darkest darks—for a particular image. 
Joel tended to slightly underexpose his slide film 
because that ultimately worked out best for the 
printing process. But if we didn’t process those 
images correctly after scanning, they had a very 
unappealing gray cast.”

Storage, it turns out, remains a major hurdle 
as file sizes of camera-made originals get larger 
and more images are added to a collection. “In the 
early days,” said Joseph, “we really struggled with 
scan size and storage. In 1999, our studio had one 
computer, and its hard drive was less than 10 gi-
gabytes. One-hundred megabyte drum scans will 
eat that up pretty fast.”

Multi-terabyte hard drives are the norm these 
days, but it’s amazing how fast those can reach 
capacity. And, of course, you need to back every-
thing up. Initially Read stored image files on CDs.  
Now she uses an internal hard drive and two 
external hard drives for backups of her best im-
ages, which she calls her “working collection.” It 
consists of both film scans and digital originals.  
She keeps one of the backup hard drives in a safe 
deposit box.

Carrizales burns her photographers’ scanned 
files to disks for storing. Then she converts them 
to high-quality jpegs and stores those on multiple 
hard drives.  When approved clients request high-
res images, they can download the jpegs online 
directly from the hard drives.

Keywording
All the photographers and agents interviewed 

said that proper keywording is a must for a collec-
tion to be searchable. “Keywording is like knitting 
where one stitch at a time makes a lovely sweater,” 
stated Clark. She uses Photoshop Bridge to add 
keywords if her photographers haven’t already put 
them into every image’s metadata.

Carrizales added, “For a truly searchable col-
lection, keywording is even more important than 
scanning.”  Monkman outsourced his keywording 
for several years before deciding to do it in-house. 
“I found I knew my subject matter better than the 
keywording companies,” he said.

Skillman told me that she and her colleagues 
use Lightroom to keyword Art Wolfe’s images, 
both the scans and the digital originals. However, 
a plug-in for Lightroom that was recommended 
for keywording did not initially work very well 
for their purposes. The plug-in included search 
words that automatically were added to the 
metadata when descriptions were typed, and of-
ten these search words were inaccurate. For in-
stance, adding “perch” to describe a bird’s behav-
ior would trigger many words relating to the fish. 
When they discovered what was happening, staff-
ers had to delete these incorrect keywords from 
the metadata of thousands of images. They ended 
up modifying the keyword list that the plug-in im-
ported and continued to use it.

“Agencies have their own standards for key-
wording, so part of the challenge was learning 
those and factoring that into our workflow,” said 
Joseph about Joel Sartore’s images.  Larry Minden, 
owner of Minden Pictures, agreed:  “Having key-
words that work for the many different agencies 
that we partner with is demanding.”  

If you don’t plan to market your work extensive-
ly or if your intention is to keep it only for your 
archives, you won’t need a lot of keywords. Just 
add those that will help you find images later on.

Besides keywording, it helps to keep the image 
files organized. Marie Read organizes her files by 
topic and subtopic, usually species and location.  
Many use Lightroom to locate images within the 
database; Clark uses Media Pro. 

Adding camera-made digital files to a collection 
is somewhat easier than adding scanned files. 
However, each image still needs a little optimizing 
and, more important, keywording. As with select-
ing film images for scanning, digital files must be 
edited.

Putting Your Collection Online
For putting your searchable collection online 

for marketing, many of the photographers I con-
tacted spoke highly of Photoshelter. Skillman said 
Photoshelter’s templates are easy to use. Monk-
man has used Photoshelter to host his images for 
several years. “Their integration with Lightroom 
makes it very easy to get my images online. I also 

“Storage remains a major hurdle 
as file sizes of camera-made 
originals get larger and more 
images are added to a collection.”
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Macro, Micro and 
All O ther Wildlife
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Green Lynx on Lantana  
© Hector Astorga

“We had one of the wettest springs on record here in South Texas, so the Santa Clara Ranch was full of 
blooming wild plants,” said Hector Astorga, who isolated the green lynx spider and positioned the Texas 
lantana to achieve a clean background. Unfortunately, the spider leaped from one flower to the next, and 
the wind made it difficult to freeze the motion. Astorga raised the ISO setting to obtain a fast enough shutter 
speed. “When the spider finally landed on a perfect bloom that I could isolate I was able to fire some shots.”

Astorga used a Nikon D810 with Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 200mm f/4D IF-ED lens, 1/250 sec., f/40, ISO 
3200.

A freelance nature photographer based in South Texas, Astorga’s love of nature and 
the outdoors began as a child in his native Honduras. His goal is to capture the beauty 
of the natural world. He is a professional guide for visiting photographers at the Santa 
Clara Ranch where he also serves as the ranch manager. He conducts photography 
workshops there and at other locations around the country. Astorga’s website is www.
hectorastorga.com 

© Beto Gutierrez

Best in Show

Night Stalker 
© Larry Lynch

Lying in the black mud along a dark river full of alligators and bloodthirsty mosquitos did not deter Larry 
Lynch from getting this photo at Myakka River State Park near Sarasota, Florida, in December, 2014. His 
inspiration for photographing alligators at night came from Frans Lanting’s night images of Yacaré caiman 
crocodiles in Pantanal, Brazil, which he saw in National Geographic.

Lynch used a Nikon D7100 camera on a Gitzo tripod with a Wimberly head, Nikon 500mm f/4 VR lens, 
Nikon SB-800 flash set on rear curtain sync to illuminate the eyes, 1.6 sec, f/4, EV .67, ISO 400. 

A Florida native, Lynch was born and raised in the Tampa Bay area. He became serious 
about photography about ten years ago after winning a few competitions and having some 
images published. He’s always had a love for nature and the great outdoors. His website 
is www.lynchphotos.com

© Marina Scarr

First Runner-Up

http://www.hectorastorga.com
http://www.hectorastorga.com
www.lynchphotos.com
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Hoverfly on Chicory
© Bob Oswald

This photograph combines a clear, sharp view of the insect and of the flower it is visiting. The image makes 
use of the strong graphics and colors of the subjects concisely by filling the frame without distracting 
elements.—William Neill

All the right elements come together on this image—great composition, nice depth of field, wonderful 
contrasting colors. Usually one’s eye is drawn to the center of the bloom, but the hoverfly begs attention. 
This is art.—John Nuhn

To capture any moving macro subject, patience is a necessary virtue. The depth of field, as well as the 
colors, helps to make this striking image unique.—Joe and Mary Ann McDonald

Judge’s Choice MATING DRAGONFLIeS WITH ReFLeCTION, Yolo 
Bypass, Sacramento, California.  
© Diana Rebman

WHALeSHARK, Isla Mujeres, Mexico. 
 © John Trone

OLIVe RIDLeY SeA TuRTLe, Playa 
La Flor National Wildlife Refuge, 
Nicaragua.  © Jerry Bauer
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DAHLIA CLOSe-uP, Canby, Oregon. (Capt) 
© Charles Needle

PINK POPPIeS, Weatherford, Texas. (Capt) 
© Denise Remfert

LeATHeRBACK TuRTLe 
COVeRS HeR eGGS, Grande 
Riviere, Trinidad.  
© Sean Crane

SWeAT Bee, Minneapolis, Minnesota.  
© Bill Johnson

HIMALAYAN BLue POPPY, Longwood 
Gardens, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. (Capt) 

© Mary Louise Ravese

PHOLCID SPIDeR HOLDING 
eGGS IN HeR JAWS, La Selva 

Beach, California. (Capt) 
© William Tyler
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MAuRITIuS ORNATe DAY GeCKO, Ile aux 
Aigrettes, Mauritius.  © Gabby Salazar

BeACH FOReST, Ona Beach State Park, Oregon.  
© Judy Kramer

SOFT CORAL CRAB, Lembeh, Indonesia.  
© Tony Frank 

DeTAIL OF A GIANT CLAM, Banda Sea, 
Indonesia.  © Peter Hartlove

NeWLY HATCHeD BLACK WIDOW SPIDeRS, Los 
Gatos, California. (Capt) © William Tyler

ORB WeAVeR SPIDeR IN PRICKLY PeAR 
CACTuS, Santa Catalina Island, California.  
© Michael Shane

DRAGONFLY eATING AN INSeCT, Live Oak 
County, Texas.  © Cissy Beasley

TeRReSTRIAL CRAB, Ile aux Aigrettes, Mauritius.  
© Gabby Salazar

A SHADOW DARNeR HOVeRS OVeR ITS 
TeRRITORY, Charlottesville, Virginia.  
© Scott Clark
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COTTONMOuTH, Dare County Mainland, North 
Carolina.  © George Wood

AN eASTeRN COACHWHIP SNAKe SWIMS, Santa 
Clara Ranch, South Texas.  © Hector Astorga

GOLDeNeYe JAW FISH, Lembeh, Indonesia.   
© Tony Frank

STARGAzeR FISH, Lembeh, Indonesia.  
© Tony Frank

CAIMAN eATING PAuI FISH, Pantanal, Brazil.  
© Lillian Roberts

CRACKeD MuD, Grand Staircase-Escalante 
National Monument, Utah.  © G. Dan Mitchell

ICe ON SIx MILe CReeK IN SNOWSTORM,  Ithaca, 
New York.  © Hobit Lafaye

PORTRAIT OF A CLOWNFISH, Dumaguete, 
Philippines.  © Stan Bysshe

AuTuMN LeAVeS GATHeR IN DePReSSION IN 
SANDSTONe, Zion National Park, Utah.  
© Brenda Tharp
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A DRAGONFLY ALIGHTS, Catfish Creek Preserve 
State Park, Florida.  © Kevin Barry

A MADAGASCAR ReeD FROG IS CAMOuFLAGeD 
IN A PACHYPODIuM FLOWeR, Madagascar. 
 © Sean Crane

ANeMONe FLOWeR, Longwood Gardens, Kennett 
Square, Pennsylvania. (Capt) 
© Mary Louise Ravese

A SNAIL CLIMBS SALVIA, Pitt County, 
North Carolina.  
© Mildred Anne Grimes

A HORNeT MeeTS A YeLLOW JACKeT,  
Charlotte, North Carolina.  
© Rick Beldegreen

eLePHANT eAR LeAVeS, Pitt County, North 
Carolina.  © Mildred Anne Grimes

NYMPHS AND eGG CASeS OF THe HeLMeTeD 
SquASH BuG, Milton, Wisconsin. (Phil) 
© Gary Shackelford

ReD-TAILeD BAMBOO PITVIPeR RATTLeS ITS 
TAIL, Lawachara National Park, Bangladesh.  
© Scott Trageser

A FeRN IN SPRING, Cincinnati, Ohio.  
© Tom Croce
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Conservation by Camera
by Ted Williams

The main thing I’ve learned from writing full-time 
about wildlife for 45 years is that there are few 
harder ways to make a living. But one of them is 
photographing wildlife; and it’s getting harder all 
the time.

I’ve been lucky enough to have worked with 
some of the world’s best photographers. I don’t 
understand how they do it; but I do understand 
them, their frustrations, their challenges and their 
vital role in saving and restoring the creatures who 
share this planet with us.

Joel Sartore’s Photo Ark

I’d written for Audubon magazine for 33 years 
without a photo of me being selected for the cover, 
but that changed in March 2013. After judicious 
cropping, only my hand remained in the photo. I’m 
holding a Florida grasshopper sparrow, the most 
endangered bird in the continental United States. 
It had just been captured on the Kissimmee Prairie 
Preserve State Park in south-central Florida by Paul 
Miller of the Florida Department of Environmental 
Protection. He’d lured it into a mist net by playing 
its song on his iPhone.

The bird didn’t display a hint of stress when 
photographer Joel Sartore placed it in a wire-
framed box lined with black velvet. It preened as 
four strobe lights powered by a gasoline generator 
flashed in radio-controlled synchrony with the 
camera shutter.

There is an excellent chance that this will be the 
only decent record of what the Florida grasshopper 
sparrow looks like. Sartore’s main mission wasn’t 
selling photos to Audubon; it was building what 
he calls his “Photo Ark”—an image archive of 
imperiled species and subspecies. He started the 
project a decade ago with funding from National 
Geographic. 

“We need to educate the public to the point that 
the average citizen realizes a toad is as important 
and magnificent as an elephant,” says Sartore. 
“It’s important to get images of these creatures 
before they vanish, but the point of the Ark is to 
keep things from vanishing. Maybe if I can get 
people to fall in love with animals like the Florida 
grasshopper sparrow, we can save a few while 
there’s still time. I don’t know how it will turn out, 
but I do know that it is what I’m going to do with 
the rest of my life. I’m 53 now; and I have 5,000 
species in the Ark. I figure by the time I’m 70 I’ll be 

close to getting every captive species on earth—
about 12,000.”

The Photo Ark seems to be working. In Decem-
ber the Discovery Network aired Sartore’s work in 
a documentary called “Racing Extinction.” Part of 
the run-up for that was projecting Photo Ark por-
traits on the United Nations building in September 
2014 and on the Empire State Building this past 
August. See: https://vimeo.com/106898420 
and: http://tinyurl.com/o8mnaaw

My words alone weren’t going to get many people 
to fall in love with the Florida grasshopper sparrow. 
But Sartore’s close-up photos reveal that it’s more 
than an LBJ (birder speak for “little brown job”), 
that it has unique beauty and personality. So the 
article got noticed outside Audubon’s readership. 
In September 2015 I heard this from U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service biologist Sandra Sneckenberger: 
“Since your story and Joel’s photos came out, we’ve 
gotten lots more funding for Florida grasshopper 
sparrows—close to $2 million.”

Photographing Captive Wildlife

The wolves at a Montana game farm I visited 
raced enthusiastically around a natural-looking 
enclosure. This was their only chance to exit their 
dark, cement prison and play. When they leapt over 
logs and pretended to snarl they got a liver treat, 
then they rolled on their backs for belly rubs.

Photos of rearing, slavering, seemingly vicious 
game-farm wolves, cougars, bears and other large 
predators wind up on covers and spreads of the 
worst hook-and-bullet rags where they feed ha-
tred, prejudice and superstition.

Melissa Groo, a rising young star in wildlife 
photography who serves on NANPA’s Ethics Com-
mittee, shares my concern about the bad rap 
game-farm images can give animals that kill what 
humans like to kill. “I get really concerned about 
the irrational hatred of predators,” she told me. “I’m 
partnering with a local journalist to change per-
ceptions about these animals, particularly bobcats, 
coyotes and foxes. We have these predator-killing 
contests in upstate New York, and they’re driving 
me bonkers. I like to show family relationships to 
make people see that there are bonds and tender 
moments within bobcat families, that fox kits play 
like puppies. A couple years after I got into photog-
raphy I tired of simply creating pretty pictures. For 
me it’s more about what you do with a photo. Who 

does this photo mean something to, and who can do 
something with it?”

Even when game-farm animals aren’t depicted in 
menacing postures, the images can impart a sani-
tized, grossly inaccurate perception of nature to a 
public already blighted by ecological illiteracy. I 
spent a day and night in the blind of wildlife pho-
tographer Jack Swedberg. He’d covered it with bea-
ver cuttings, so even a human couldn’t distinguish 
it from a real beaver lodge. He’d even placed bottles 
in the camera ports so wildlife would get used to 
the reflections of his camera lenses. It took him 
years, but Swedberg got some great shots of rap-
tors, including bald and golden eagles. Still, the 
nature magazines generally preferred perfectly 
focused close-ups of tame birds with immaculate 
tarsal feathers and bloodless beaks that were sub-
mitted by photographers who had invested a morn-
ing’s work.

I see fewer game-farm shots these days, so I 
asked Tom Mangelsen, who has photographed only 
wild animals for 40 years and with stunning suc-
cess, if there’s now less fakery in wildlife photog-
raphy. “I think it’s worse,” he declared. “Photoshop 
now is accepted by many people in the industry. 
And I think game farms are still the number-one 
destroyer of wildlife photography.”

Social Media

Social media is a huge outlet for wildlife photos. 
National Geographic, for instance, has almost 30 
million followers on Instagram. “Social media is 
the way we reach the next generation,” says Sar-
tore. “I’ve always been more a believer in the mes-
sage than the medium. So whatever it takes to get 
the message out is fine by me.”

Strain out the food, pet videos, selfies and other 
junk, and Facebook becomes an important tool for 
inspiring and educating the public about wildlife. 
The wildlife photographers I know have huge fol-
lowings on Facebook. If I start my day in a funk, 
there’s always a photo and detailed copy to get me 
into the proper writing mood. Examples that come 
to mind are Michael Furtman’s “Hooded Mergan-
ser Duckling’s Leap of Faith” and “Meet the Dab-
bling Ducks” (both of which won awards from the 
Outdoor Writers Association of America in 2015) 
and Groo’s shots of a great egret (grand prize win-
ner in National Audubon Society’s 2015 photo 
contest) and a bobcat kitten nuzzling its mother.

Facebook helps photographers sell images, too. 
Groo’s bobcats got noticed by National Wildlife 

Tom Mangelsen says, “My good friend Todd Wilkinson, the American writer with whom I 
collaborated on our new book Grizzlies of Pilgrim Creek, An Intimate Portrait of 399, the Most 
Famous Bear of Greater Yellowstone” (www.mangelsen.com/grizzly), says that words can 
move people but photographs seal—and reaffirm with every viewing—feelings of connection.” 
This image is from Tom’s book.  © Tom Mangelsen

https://vimeo.com/106898420
http://tinyurl.com/o8mnaaw
http://mangelsen.com/grizzly
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magazine which is planning to feature them in 
a two-page spread. Mangelsen, who has 60,000 
friends on his professional Facebook page, got 
16,000 likes and comments in two days with a You-
Tube trailer about a spectacular new book, Griz-
zlies of Pilgrim Creek, featuring his photos and en-
vironmental journalist Todd Wilkinson’s text.

Market Saturation

But social media can also hurt professional wild-
life photographers (and thereby conservation) by 
saturating the market with images made by hob-
byists who don’t have a lot of skill but get by be-
cause of cameras that automatically adjust focus 
and shutter speed and fire off thousands of digital 
shots at no cost. What’s more, they literally or figu-
ratively give their work away. A woman Mangelsen 
met on one of the wildlife photo safaris he leads 
recently sold 10,000 photos to a stock agency for 
a dollar apiece. Meanwhile, publications that buy 
images are shrinking or dying. “Not a single person 
I know is making a living off stock today,” says Man-
gelsen. “There used to be hundreds.”

Furtman makes the point that the saturated 
market also works against wildlife conservation by 
giving the public the false impression that vanish-
ing species abound. “Without people knowledge-
able about wildlife doing the photography, you’re 
probably not getting the whole story,” he says. “It’s 
comparable to journalism. There are good environ-
mental reporters like you [and I blushed behind my 
clipboard] who know the issues and the questions 
to ask; and there are citizen journalists—bloggers.” 
The latter, who frequently confuse facts with opin-
ions, distract and misinform.

Baiting and Pushing

When it comes to wildlife conservation some 
photographers do more harm than good. “It’s frus-
trating to encounter so many new people in the 
field who see wildlife only as a subject,” says Furt-
man. “It’s crazy how they push these animals and 
don’t let them do their thing. I see it constantly. 
They’re disrupting feeding, nesting and migration. 
I try to chronicle the natural behavior of an animal, 
but frequently someone gets too close and drives 

it off. Birds are posted [on social media] the minute 
they’re seen; and they’re targeted [by photogra-
phers] within hours.”

Groo knows two photographers who wanted to 
get photos of wood duck chicks leaping from a high 
cavity nest. So they gathered some chicks from a 
waist-high nest box, tied monofilament to their legs, 
inserted them into a high cavity, and then yanked 
them out one by one. Groo keeps seeing the photos 
on greeting cards and in books. “You get the best 
pictures when you spend time with your subjects 
and don’t disturb them,” she says. “That’s when you 
see natural behavior. When the animal accepts you 
into its space, glorious things unfold.”

THe FuTuRe

I caught up with Stanford professor Dr. Susan 
McConnell just after she’d returned from teaching 
a three-week course in conservation photography 
in Costa Rica. She offered this: “I see many fewer 
problems than challenges and opportunities to use 
photography as a way to motivate change. We need 
to reach people’s hearts and minds and give them 
a pathway for action. For me photography is about 
storytelling. We need to connect with people’s emo-
tions and provide them with a pathway for solu-
tions. It’s a fallacy to say if you just take pictures, 

you solve the problem. You need words, too.” (I’ll be 
quoting her last two sentences to editors.)

When I asked McConnell what advice she had for 
young (and beginning) wildlife photographers she 
said: “Stay committed to the future of the planet. 
Think about how to tell stories in compelling ways. 
Find whoever will listen. Show and tell where 
you’ve been, what you’ve seen, what you know.”

Another thing I’ve learned is that in the business 
of encouraging the conservation and recovery of 
wildlife there’s little difference between some-
one who uses a keyboard and someone who uses 
a camera. Both benefit from improved tools (like 
computers, internet, digital film and advanced pho-
tographic equipment) and both are beset by the 
same frustrations (like shrinking markets and an 
explosion of mediocre and distracting product). 

To survive in either field and to genuinely help 
wildlife, you need McConnell’s brand of optimism. 
That’s easier for people who have been around as 
long as I have. I started writing before recovery of 
species like alligators, brown pelicans, peregrine 
falcons, bald eagles, wolves, grizzlies, wild turkeys, 
fishers and black-footed ferrets, before the banning 
of DDT and PCBs, before the Endangered Species 
Act, the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act and the 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act. Old 
problems faced and fixed seemed as daunting then 
as most problems we face today. Chronicle them 
with your cameras; but don’t forget words. �

Michael Furtman says: “Without 
people knowledgeable about wild-
life doing the photography, you’re 
probably not getting the whole story.” 
Furtman’s “Hooded Merganser Duck-
ling’s Leap of Faith,” shown here, 
won an Award from the Outdoor Writ-
ers Association of America in 2015. 
© Michael Furtman

Nature and wildlife photographer Melissa Groo likes to show family relationships in her images. 
In photos like this one of two fox kits with their mom, viewers can see that there are bonds and 
tender moments within wildlife families. © Melissa Groo
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Scapes
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Suwannee Valley Streaks
© Paul Marcellini

At sunset one fall day, Paul Marcellini was photographing in a favorite area of North Florida. “In a 
backwater cypress swamp in the Suwannee Valley, the trees are largely buttressed due to floodwater 
fluctuations,” said Marcellini. “A gentle current streaked fallen leaves toward the camera and a long 
exposure was used to enhance the lines.”

The image is a stitch of three horizontal frames stacked vertically done with a tilt shift lens. “A full shift 
up, a middle image and full shift down allows for a perfect overlay,” Marcellini said. He used a Sony a7r, 
Canon 24mm tilt shift lens with polarizer, 4 sec., f/13, ISO 50. 

A Miami-based landscape photographer, Marcellini focuses on wild and unspoiled Florida. He specializes 
in large fine-art prints and exhibits at art festivals throughout the state. Marcellini has been involved in 
the arts since he picked up a camera in college to document adventures. Now, he cannot imagine being 
anything other than a photographer. His website is www.paulmarcellini.com. 

Best in
 Show

Grooves
© Marco Crupi

Typically, Watkins Glen State Park in the Finger Lakes region of New York is bustling with visitors. Yet, on a 
day in October 2014, no one was around, and Marco Crupi was able to capture this image. “Perfect weather 
conditions and having the park to myself allowed me to scale down one of the wet and slippery canyon walls 
to capture this perspective from below,” he said.

Crupi used a Canon 5d Mark III on a tripod and a Singh-Ray Thin Vari-ND to help extend his daylight 
exposure, 17-40mm at 17mm, 30 sec., f/13, ISO 100.

Crupi has been producing art for more than 20 years, beginning with graphic design and 
subsequently motion design for several Fortune 100 companies. He founded Nada Mas 
Photography LLC in 2012 and creates fine-art images which often stem from natural 
scenery. “I feel that all artists, no matter the craft, should join specialized groups like 
NANPA to expand their knowledge and grow artistically,” he said. “Degrees and awards 
…give us a continuous push to produce high-quality work while being surrounded by 
others who share our passion.” Crupi’s website is www.marcocrupi.com. 

First Runner-Up

© Paul Marcellini

 Emily A. Crupi

www.paulmarcellini.com
www.marcocrupi.com
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Judge’s Choice

MILKY WAY CROSSING OVeR JORDAN POND, Acadia State Park, Maine.  © David Francis

ICe CAVe RIVeR, Iceland.  
© Tony Frank

MILKY WAY AT DeADVLeI, 
Namibia.  © Christopher Gray

Northern Lights Glow Green
© James Heupel

This image catches the eye immediately with the dramatic color of the northern lights.  The sweeping 
lines of clouds moving upward give the composition dynamic motion. The low placement of the horizon 
emphasizes the vastness of the sky and otherworldly quality of the scene. The point of light at the bottom 
center adds impact to the nighttime landscape.—William Neill

The aurora is a green river in the sky, leading the viewer’s eye to the moon and its reflection. The rising 
moon is rarely photographed in the sky with an aurora, making this an unusual image. And the stars, 
complete with the familiar Orion constellation, add the final touch.—John Nuhn

Witnessing the ever-changing Aurora Borealis is both a magical and a spiritual experience. In this image the 
ethereal nature of the northern lights is captured in a dramatic and awe-inspiring display.
—Joe and Mary Ann McDonald
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MISTY FOG SuRROuNDS A LATe SeASON 
SWeeT GuM, Johnson County, Illinois.  

© David Hammond

AuTuMN ARRIVeS AT GReAT SMOKY 
MOuNTAINS NATIONAL PARK, 

Tennessee.  © Mark Lagrange

FLY FISHING THe SALMON RIVeR, 
Idaho.  © Steve Bly

eARLY MORNING LIGHT AT BORAx HOT SPRINGS, 
Alvord Desert, Oregon.  © Scott Smorra

CRYSTAL CATHeDRAL, Grand Island ice caves 
on Lake Superior.  © Todd Reed

ICe FLOWeRS ON THe MeRCeD RIVeR, Yosemite National Park, 
California.  © Caroline Bloss
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INTeRGALACTIC LeNS zOOM OF THe MILKY WAY, Acadia State Park, Maine.  
© David Francis

MANGROVe AND MILKY WAY, 
Florida Keys.  © Paul Marcellini

MILKY WAY OVeR THe MOuLTON 
BARN, Grand Teton National Park, 
Wyoming.  © Jeff Vanuga

ICe FORMS ALONG CReeK AS WINTeR COMeS, Turnagain Arm, Gulf of Alaska.  
© Jim Brown

MAMMATuS CLOuDS OVeR THe PRAIRIe, El Paso 
County, Colorado.  © Stephen Weaver

SKAGSANDeN BeACH AuRORA, 9:47 
P.M., Lofoten Islands, Norway.  
© Lance Warley
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OLD SeTTLeMeNT HOMe, Great 
Basin National Park, Nevada.  

© Mark Lagrange

COLuMBINe GRANDeuR, 
Uncompahgre National Forest, 

Colorado.  © Peter Hartlove

eNDANGeReD HALeAKALA SILVeRSWORD, 
Haleakala National Park, Maui, Hawaii.  

© Scott Reither

eLAKALA FALLS #2 ON SHAYS RuN, Blackwater 
Falls State Park, West Virginia. (Phil) 
© David Johnston

WATeRFALL IN HeAVY RAIN, Davis, West Virginia.  
© John Norvell

STORMY SKIeS AND MOuNTAIN CReeK, Dusy 
Basin, Eastern Sierras, California.  © Ian Frazier
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DOGWOOD ON THe MeRCeD RIVeR, 
Yosemite National Park, California.  

© Nancy Hoyt Belcher

STARRY NIGHT IN TReeS, Shenandoah 
National Park, Virginia.  

© Joyce Harman

SuNSeT ReFLeCTeD AMONG 
ReeDS, Everglades National 

Park, Florida.  
© Paul Marcellini

PINe ROCKLANDS AT SuNSeT, Everglades National Park, Florida.  © Paul Marcellini

MORNING AT ReFLeCTION LAKe, 
Mount Rainier National Park, Washington.  
© Mike Walker

A ROCKY MOuNTAIN SuNRISe, Colorado.  
© Eric Bowles
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FROM eTeRNAL SeAS, Olympic 
National Park, Washington.  

© Geoffrey Schmid

CHINCOTeAGue SuNRISe, 
Chincoteague National Wildlife 

Refuge, Virginia.  © Curtis Gibbens

STAR TRAILS, Wisconsin.  
© Matthew Moses

MORTON OVeRLOOK SuNSeT, Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park.  
© Kyle Zeringue

LIGHTNING AND MANGROVe, Florida Keys.  
© Paul Marcellini

CLOuDS AND FOG OVeR MOuNTAIN 
LAKe, Maroon Bells, Colorado.  
© Thomas Wood

FOReST FIRe SMOKe, CROSSING THe 
SIeRRA NeVADA, Owens Valley, California.  
© Matthew Scott
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SKAGSANDeN BeACH AuRORAS, THRee-SHOT BLeND, Lofoten Islands, Norway. 
(Phil) , © Lance Warley

ReD MANGROVe TRee, Biscayne 
Bay, near Miami, Florida.  
© Constance Mier

SuNRISe AT CANARY SPRING, Yellowstone National 
Park, Wyoming.  © William Lewis

AuRORA BOReALIS, Thunder 
Bay, Ontario, Canada.  

© Susan Dykstra

FOReST AND FLORA, 
Brussels, Belgium. (Phil) 
© Peter Lik

NINe-HuNDReD-YeAR-OLD 
PeTRIFIeD CAMeL THORN TRee, 
Deadvlei, Namibia.  © Andy Lerner

CHeRRY TRee BLOSSOMS, Monet’s Garden, 
Giverny, France. (Capt) © Charles Needle

eL YuNque NATIONAL FOReST WILDeRNeSS, 
Puerto Rico.  © Jerry Bauer

FALL COLORS IN A CYPReSS SWAMP AT SuNRISe, 
Suwannee Valley, Florida.  © Paul Marcellini
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MILKY WAY AND MeTeOR OVeR MOuNT 
RAINIeR, Washington. (Phil) © Jennifer Dominguez

ICe BuBBLeS IN ABRAHAM LAKe, Alberta, 
Canada.  © David DesRochers

CAPe KIWANDA SuNSeT, Pacific City, Oregon. 
© David DesRochers

MILKY WAY OVeR FOG-DRAPeD MT. RAINIeR 
NATIONAL PARK, Washington.  © Andrew Lerman

AuRORA, ICe AND FOG, Lake Manitoba, Canada.  
© Christopher Gray

LAKe SuPeRIOR, Hurricane Point, Pictured Rocks 
National Lakeshore, Michigan.  © Bob Watson

SuNRISe IN MARINeLAND BeACH, St. 
Augustine, Florida.  © Jennifer Dominguez

FARM FIeLD, Middleton, 
Wisconsin.  © Stacey Meanwell

SuNRISe AT LOGAN PASS, 
Glacier National Park, Montana.  

© Hector Astorga

RAIN SquALL AT SuNRISe, Grand Teton National Park, 
Wyoming.  © William Lewis
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SKAGSANDeN BeACH AuRORA, 10 P.M., Lofoten 
Islands, Norway.  © Lance Warley

eVeNING LIGHT ON THe PALISADeS, Kings 
Canyon National Park, California.  © Russ Bishop

SPLIT SPHeRIC MOeRAKI BOuLDeR (CALLeD 
MARBLeS), Moeraki, New Zealand. (Phil) 
© Wendy McIntosh

SuNRISe AT MONO LAKe, California.  
© Mike Walker

THuNDeRSTORM ON THe NORTH RIM, Grand 
Canyon National Park, Arizona. (Phil) 
© William Lewis

KeLP TeNTACLeS SWAY IN THe TIDe, 
Partington Cove, California. (Phil) 
© David Johnston

ICe CAVe, Oregon.  
© Mark Lagrange

eBeN ICe CAVeS, Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.  
© Todd Reed

YeLLOWSTONe HOT POT, Yellowstone National 
Park.  © Jeffrey Botkin
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The Next Level
Story and photographs © William Neill

I am always looking for the next step for my photog-
raphy, asking where do I go from here? The question 
for all of us is: How can we take our own technique 
and creative vision to a higher level?
One way is to focus more on adding new work to 

your areas of interest. The first step is to clearly see 
where you stand on a specific theme. This is an im-
portant way to analyze its strengths and weaknesses. 
When you have thought through some directions for 
a body of work, you can photograph with the needs of 
that theme in mind, filling in gaps and adding photo-
graphs that give the theme more depth. 
For example, I have an ongoing theme of Patterns in 

Nature. Within that group, I have a series of macro 
images of Autumn Leaves. Every autumn, I keep an 
eye out for interesting leaves to photograph. The two 
photographs shown here are part of that series. The 
red maple leaves image (see next page) was photo-
graphed many years ago in Acadia National Park.

The second image is of a leaf  (above) I found outside 
my studio. 
Several years ago I planted a cottonwood tree, and 

I’ve been watching it grow from the window over 
my desk. One autumn, as the leaves changed color, I 
noticed that some developed an interesting combi-
nation of green and yellow. When the leaves started 
falling off the tree, I found this one. I photographed it 
with my 50mm macro lens and a nifty device called a 
McClamp (http://www.fmphotography.us) to hold 
the leaf in a fixed position. The late-afternoon light 
was shining on the backside of the leaf.
The two images are shown here as an illustration 

of the evaluation process for adding new work to a 
portfolio. The red maple leaves is an established image 
in my Patterns in Nature portfolio and was included 
in a book I illustrated entitled By Nature’s Design 
(http://http://www.williamneill.com/store/
books/by-natures-design.html). By comparing the 

VANTAGe POINT - NATuRe’S 
PeRSPeCTIVe, New York.  
© Marco Crupi

FALLING WATeR, Hawaii.  
© John Chaney

HIDDeN GORGe, Sombrio Beach, Vancouver Island, 
British Columbia.  © Geoffrey Schmid

WATeRFALL AT SuNRISe, near 
Rosman, North Carolina.  
© Jo Ann Crebbin

HARRISON WRIGHT FALLS IN AuTuMN, Ricketts Glen State Park, 
Pennsylvania. (Phil) © David Johnston

Cottonwood leaf © William Neill

http://www.fmphotography.us
http://www.williamneill.com/store/books/by-natures-design.html
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two images, I can judge whether my new image is 
worthy of adding to my Autumn Leaves portfolio.
Is the quality consistent? Does the new image add 

depth to the portfolio or is it repetitious?
Although I’ve used only two sample images here, 

you would place a new image next to all the images 
in that group to make the comparison. This can be 
done with ease using software such as Adobe Light-
room. The Collections module is an excellent tool for 
organizing and monitoring theme ideas. With prac-
tice your editing skills will develop, and you’ll be 
able to refine your themes and improve the group’s 
overall quality.
To summarize, here is a list of steps to help you 

reach the next level for your photography:
• Explore what themes you have in your files, es-

pecially those you are most inspired and passionate 
about;
• Practice organizing images based on a theme;
• Establish a consistent standard of quality;
• Research other photography that has the same 

themes that interest you, and improve your visual 
literacy in your field;
• Examine the possible contexts in which you might 

use your images; thinking about how you might use 
a certain group of images may help guide you in 
your editing.
I suggest that you don’t force new images into a 

portfolio. It is better to add one or two than dilute 
the “prime” group with weaker images. Adding no 
new images is OK, too. Also, give yourself time to 
consider your choices. Ansel Adams talked about 
making a test print and then placing it out where 
he would see it often. We have all had images we 
thought were great only to have them fall from grace 
with time. For those who continue to hold your in-
terest, find a way to group them with the “golden 
oldies,” be it work prints tacked on the wall or on 
your computer monitor.

I think that it is important for us to recognize that, 
given the time constraints of everyday life, creating 
new photographs that qualify for your favorite port-
folios is difficult. Creative inspiration tends to ebb 
and flow, as I am sure you have experienced. With 
practice and persistence, however, you will make 
the next step. � Red maple leaves © William Neill
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Altered Reality

Snowy Apparition
© Douglas James

In February, 2010, Douglas James was taking photographs at Ding Darling National Wildlife Refuge in 
Sanibel, Florida. He found the snowy egret pictured here flying over a pool, picking out small fish. When he 
reviewed the day’s shoot, he nearly deleted this image, because the head wasn’t as sharp as he wanted. 
“I had just begun experimenting with Fractalius and its seemingly infinite combinations of effects,” he said, 
“and I noticed that using it to blur a portion of an image could make the unaffected portion appear sharper.” 
When he applied this notion, he was happy with the results. Fractalius is a Windows plug-in for Photoshop, 
and James used it to accentuate the blur of the wings and create the ethereal feel of the image. 

James used a Canon EOS 40D, Canon EF100-400mm f/4.5-5.6L IS USM lens, 1/400 sec., f/7.1, ISO 640.

James is a retired electrical engineer with a longstanding interest in nature and nature 
photography. He lives in western Massachusetts with his wife, Barbara, and they are 
currently working on a series of children’s books that will highlight his nature photos and 
Barbara’s poetry. His website is www.ThruDougsLens.com.

Best in Show

© Tom Potter

www.ThruDougsLens.com
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Atlantic Puffins  
© Bonnie Block

Bonnie Block photographed these Atlantic puffins on tiny Grimsey Island, Iceland, this past July, while 
participating in a photography workshop. “The cliffs where the puffins have their burrows are unstable,” she 
said, “and it is not safe to get too far out.” Unable to capture the exact image she envisioned, Block blended 
two images to create this one. She first processed it in Lightroom and then finished in Photoshop CC.

Block used a Canon 7D Mark II, 500mm f/4L lens on a tripod, 1/1000 sec., f/4, ISO 400.

Block is a self-taught wildlife photographer with a lifelong love of animals and the outdoors. 
While she loves to travel, she also enjoys photographing the local wildlife in the Pacific 
Northwest where she lives. Block’s work has appeared in many issues of Expressions, 
including a Judge’s Choice award in 2008. Her website is www.fieldandfarmphoto.com. 

First Runner-Up Judge’s
 Choice

© Bonnie Block

Waterfall in Sierra Nevadas
© Alice Cahill

Through the photographer’s technique, this waterfall has been transformed into a lively painting of web-like 
textures. Yet peacefulness still comes through, as does the intimate quality of this small waterfall. The motion 
of the waterfall is accentuated by the lines weaving throughout the rock and water.—William Neill

This image reminds us of a stained glass window backlit by soft light. A creative mind, and attention to color, 
helped make this image absolutely beautiful.—Joe and Mary Ann McDonald

www.fieldandfarmphoto.com
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FOx MOuSING SequeNCe, Yellowstone National Park. (Phil) © Cindy Goeddel

MOOSeBIRDS, Grand Teton National 
Park, Wyoming, and Port Mayaca, 

Florida. (Phil) © Amy Marques

CAPTIVe FLAMINGO, California 
(Capt, Phil) © Betty Sederquist

BOBCAT LeAPING, A POuNCe THAT CAN SPAN 10 FeeT, Yellowstone National Park. (Phil) 
© Cindy Goeddel

FALL FOLIAGe AT THe NeW YORK 
BOTANICAL GARDeN, New York. (Capt, 
Phil), © F. M. Kearney

GReAT WHITe eGReT, Sacramento Delta, 
California. (Phil) © Gail Parris
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ROCK FORMATION, Garden of the 
Gods, Colorado Springs, Colorado. 
(Phil) © Bruce Haley

WINTeR WOODeD LANe, 
Eastern Oklahoma. (Phil) 
© Ron Day

FeeDING TIMe, St. Augustine 
Alligator Farm, Florida. (Capt) 
© Joanne Wells

TRee IN CANAAN VALLeY COMBINeD WITH TRee BARK, 
West Virginia. (Phil) © Bruce Haley

BARK KALeIDOSCOPe, Cascade 
Creek Trail, South Lake Tahoe. (Phil) 
© Judy Kramer

NeON BuTTeRFLY, Oklahoma. (Phil) © Ron Day

eLeCTRIC AMeRICAN WHITe PeLICAN, Eastern 
Oklahoma. (Phil) © Ron Day

SPIDeR LILY, Fennessey Ranch, Refugio, Texas. 
(Phil) © Hector Astorga

WHOOPING CRANe, International Crane 
Foundation, Baraboo, Wisconsin. (Capt) 
© Stacey Meanwell
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FROSTY FALL MORNING, West Virginia. (Phil) 
© Bruce Haley

GOLDeNROD, McClellan, Alabama. (Phil) 
© Richard Curtin

TWO SuNFLOWeRS, McKee-Beshers Wildlife 
Management Area, Maryland. (Phil) © Stan Collyer

COMBINATION OF IMAGeS OF FOReST, OCeAN 
AND ANIMALS, mostly California. (Phil) 
© Alice Cahill

MILKWeeD SeeD ABSTRACT, Greenville, 
North Carolina. (Phil) © Jamie Davidson

BALD eAGLeS, Viera, Florida, and Allapattah Flats, 
Florida. (Phil) © Amy Marques

eDITH’S CHeCKeRSPOT, Skyline Ridge Open 
Space, Santa Clara County, California. (Phil) 
© Judy Kramer

PeACOCK, Riverbend Park in Jupiter, Florida. 
(Phil) © Kevin Barry

eGReT ON THe BLue BAYOu, 
Crystal River, Florida.  
© Bob Oswald 

MOODY SKY OVeR MONO LAKe, California. (Phil) © Alice Cahill 
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The showcase entries each year give a great 
overview of the state of nature photography 
or, at least, the state of images submitted to 
nature contests. With each competition, some 
overarching theme or technique seems to rise 
to the fore. This occurs even with the changes 
we’ve imposed over the years, such as adding 
categories to the mix or encouraging new 
types of entries.

This year’s competition did not reveal any 
particularly new photographic technique 
or predict the next frontier for innovation. 
The technology, as far as digital capture, 
has not entered into a new dimension—yet. 
Photographers, for the most part, seem better 
able to handle RAW conversions and are not 
jumping for the bells and whistles that add 
special effects, such as rainbows and bursts of 
light. (How last century!) The differences, at 
least for the last several years, now show in 
the subjects of the images, the tougher access 
in some cases, and more of a consciousness 
about the photographic impact on the subject.

Not surprisingly, there were exceptions 
to all of the above. Some photographers still 
oversharpen, oversaturate and overcrop. It 
seems there’s no great image that too much 
processing can’t destroy. And yes, in some 
(gratefully rare) cases, we saw some of the 
strains of trying to take an image of a subject 
doing something never before seen just a 
little too far. We don’t like the idea that our 
competition would contribute to anything 
that might harm an animal or any living thing, 
and we try not to imagine how that owl just 
happened to be flying in just that path or 
found that very healthy mouse at just the right 
second. We know this isn’t you, dear reader, 

but nevertheless, we encourage you not to 
sacrifice one animal to capture the image of 
another.

We also get very concerned when we see 
images of chicks or baby mammals that should 
not be seen—we worry that a photographer 
was stressing out the animals. We do our best 
not to reward those photographers for those 
kinds of images. We are not infallible, however, 
and some images could get by the judges.

It is not our job to guess, but we would 
be remiss in our ethical duties if we didn’t 
mention it a thousand times until everyone 
“gets it.” Yes, we want great images of nature 
and wildlife. No, we don’t want you crossing 
ethical boundaries to get them.

But I go off the point of this year’s theme. 
Believe it or not, with this very preachy 
start, the overarching theme of this year’s 
competition was laughter. Sometimes the joke 
was on us, but more often than not, the image 
induced laughter or just brought a smile to our 
faces. Maybe it’s because we’re in the midst 
of a political season that is only going to get 
more bizarre as it progresses, but this year’s 
photographers seemed to be in the mood to 
see the funnier parts of life. So many of the 
best images had animals caught in the most 
outrageous circumstances—upside down, 
with weird expressions, with arms, hands, 
paws, wings, beaks, proboscis, etc., on each 
other, or even half buried in a swath of snow. 
Could this be a sign that the cameras allow us 
to see things we couldn’t see before, or is this 
some weird disrespect for the creatures we 
have come to admire? There were times when 
my thoughts were, “Can you please give the 
poor animals some privacy?” How would we 

SHOWCASE 2016: 

Ya Gotta Laugh
by Sharon Cohen-Powers

feel if every slip-up we had, every tender moment 
we encountered, every death in our family was 
caught on film. Oh, right, we do live in that world 
where nothing is sacred and every tragedy, 
injustice, happy moment, sad event, speeding 
car, etc., is caught on surveillance cameras…or 
cell phones at the very least.

Nothing seemed to be spared in this year’s 
mix. Some animals seemed to be more prevalent 
than others: crocodiles/alligators and cheetahs. 
In the case of cheetahs, an endangered cat that 
was not easily located in recent years, we hope 
this signals that there are more of them around 
and not that they were the subjects of undue 
harassment from photographers when they did 
appear. I suspect it may be a little bit of both.

Once again, we got a healthy dose of the usual 
bears, bald eagles, herons and egrets. They were 
still represented in full force, and although some 
may have been picked in the top 250, they did not 
represent the best of the lot. In fact, unlike most 

years when the birds category reigned supreme, 
it was probably the weakest category this year. 
Oddly, it had the most entries.

Our great social experiment—changing the 
competition to draw more entries—did not 
turn out as we had hoped. In the attempt to 
bring in more participants, we offered one free 
image per NANPA member. This succeeded in 
bringing in less than 75 new participants, but 
it also seemed to change, for some entrants, the 
quality and type of images entered. There was 
a huge difference between the seasoned contest 
entrant and the newbie. At times, it looked as 
if the newbie had forgotten about some of the 
basics of photography: focus, great light and 
proper development. We received way more 
entries than usual, but way more unacceptable 
entries—not as many finalist and semifinalist 
images this year as last, out of the almost 2,600 
entries.

Still, the contest did have its superb moments. 
No matter the circumstances, NANPA members 
always come up with incredible images, and yes, 
one of the Best in Show came from a free entry. 
Go figure.

The best part of the competition was the new 
category: altered reality. We had no idea what 
would be entered and so surprising us was easy. 
We didn’t expect, however, how tough it would be 
for some to go nuts with this category. With few 
exceptions, most of the altered reality entries 
were just an enhancement of color, a few camera 
tricks, some tasteful Photoshop filters, and not 
much more. Nature images are, by their very 
definition, some of the more pristine images out 
there. Nature photographers feel a duty not to 
muck with what they see, so by giving permission 
to do so, we made many folks uncomfortable. We 
hope to continue this category in some form or 
another because it has great possibilities. We 
chalk up the reticence of some to really go wild 

to its newness and lack of precedence. Perhaps 
when some people see what others came up 
with, they will use the year to think of new and 
creative ways to use their nature photography.

A note on repeats. Showcase does allow 
photographers to re-enter an image that has not 
won in a previous year, and many photographers 
do take us up on that—resubmitting the image 
from one year to the next. But here’s a hint: If 
an image has not won and you have submitted 
it more than three times, it might be time to stop 
submitting that image. While it is probably a very 
nice image, what may have been appealing to you 
is just not a contest winner. Not every image is. 

With everything said, does this mean that as a 
newbie you should avoid Showcase competitions? 
Absolutely not! Every NANPA photographer is 
capable of taking winning images. The secret is 
figuring out which ones they are. And that’s no 
laughing matter. �

“No matter the circumstances, 
NANPA members always come up 

with incredible images.”
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Birds
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Taking the Plunge 
© Bill Klipp

 
As Bill Klipp relaxed on the beach in Varadero, Cuba, a squadron of brown pelicans worked their way up and 
down the shoreline. He watched them to get a sense of their feeding pattern. Then, he added a fast telepho-
to lens to his camera and waded out in waist-deep water to patiently wait for the birds to get closer. “I shot 
dozens of images,” said Klipp. “Finally, I was able to get a shot of one of them just as it entered the water 
after a high plunge-dive. Normally, pelicans tuck their heads closer to their bodies when they hit the water, 
but this guy seemed to extend his neck like a missile.”

Klipp used a Nikon D700, Nikkor 70-200mm f/2.8 lens at 200mm, /2000 sec., f/6.3, EV-.3, ISO 500, hand-
held.  

  
After retiring in1999, Bill Klipp traded his lifelong career in the financial services industry to 
pursue his passion for photography and exotic travel. He has a particular interest in portray-
ing animals and people doing what comes naturally.  Bill is known for his exotic wildlife and 
travel images from around the world. His website is www.WKimages.net.

Best in Show

Returning
© Robert Strickland

“I was using my truck as a blind when I saw the great horned owl sitting on her nest,” said Robert Strickland. 
It was January 2015 in Florida. When the owl flew off to a nearby perch, Stickland eased out of the cab, 
mounted his camera on a tripod and sat down on the bed of his truck to wait for her to return. “In a few 
minutes, I noticed some movement,” he said. When the owl landed just above the nest, Strickland looked 
through the lens, held the shutter down halfway to focus the camera, and waited for the few seconds it took 
the owl to launch off her perch. He created a series of photos. This was the second shot.

Strickland used a Canon EOS 7D Mark II camera, Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5-6.3 Di VC USD AO11 lens 
at 213mm, 1/400 sec., f/6.3, ISO 1000, MeFOTO GlobeTrotter tripod.

A self-taught photographer, Strickland has been in the nature photography business for 
more than 30 years. It is important to him that his images are a factual representation of 
the subjects. His website is www.robertstricklandphotography.com and more of his 
photos can be seen on his Flickr site at https://www.flickr.com/photos/rstrickland.

First Runner-Up

© Linda Klipp ©Barbara Strickland

www.WKimages.net
www.robertstricklandphotography.com
https://www.flickr.com/photos/rstrickland
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Judge’s
 Choice

HOVeRING SNOWY OWL AT SuNSeT, El Paso County, Colorado.  © Barbara Fleming

A YeLLOW-HeADeD BLACKBIRD FLIeS AMONG ReeDS, Yellowstone National Park, 
Wyoming.  © Sandra Zelasko

Bald eagle Chasing 
Great Blue Heron
© Ken Archer

There are so many comments to be made about this image: faultless execution with shutter speed and depth 
of field; great action shot in capturing the behavior; and, a creative composition with the dynamic lines of the 
two sets of wings. Incredible image: fantastic job!—Joe and Mary Ann McDonald
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ROSeATe SPOONBILLS, High Island 
Audubon Sanctuary, Texas.  

© Matthew Hyner

SPARRING BALD eAGLeS, Adams 
County, Colorado.  © Peter Ismert

THRee HuMMINGBIRDS 
FeeD ON SINGLe 

FLOWeR, Pichincha 
Province, Ecuador.  

© James Heupel

THe BROWN-HOODeD PARROT, found in the rain 
forest of Costa Rica.  © Judylynn Malloch

GReAT BLue WITH SNAKe, Green Cay, Palm 
Beach County, Florida.  © Michael Cohen

VIRGINIA RAIL PLuCKS SOMe PRIMARY 
FeATHeRS, Sublette County, Wyoming.  
© Elizabeth Boehm
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A SeA GuLL LIFTS OFF, in a fiord in Norway.  
© Annie Katz

ReD-WINGeD BLACKBIRD SquABBLeS 
WITH A MOCKINGBIRD, Hidalgo County, 

Texas.  © E. Darrell Crisp

A FLYING SNAIL KITe SWITCHeS 
ITS CATCH FROM ONe FOOT TO 

THe OTHeR, Central Florida.  
© Ronald Bielefeld

COMMON TeRN SWALLOWS FISH, Long Island, 
New York.  © Grace Scalzo

SYMMeTRICAL VIOLeTeARS HOVeR FOR 
NeCTAR, Costa Rica.  © Michael Cohen

A PAIR OF MALLARDS TAKe FLIGHT, Outer Banks, North Carolina.  
© Mark Buckler
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CeDAR WAxWING eATING 
CRABAPPLe, Ithaca, New York.  

© Marie Read

GReATeR ROADRuNNeR RuNS 
WITH ITS PReY, Santa Clara Ranch, 

South Texas.  © Hector Astorga

THe SuN SeTS ON A BABY 
KING PeNGuIN, Volunteer Point, 
Falkland Islands.  © Sean Crane

SHORT-eAReD OWL IN FLIGHT, 
over Nome, Alaska.  
© Donald Quintana

BLACK SKIMMeR LIFTS OFF 
FROM BATH, Estero, Florida.  
© Lynn Long

COMMON NIGHTHAWK, Pawnee Grasslands, 
Northern Colorado.  © Angela McCain

A BLACK-BeLLIeD WHISTLING DuCK IN 
(AWKWARD) FLIGHT, Hill Country, Texas.  
© Myer Bornstein

A FLOCK OF BLACK SKIMMeRS TAKe OFF AT 
DuSK, Fort De Soto Park, Florida.  © Rona Schwarz
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BROWN PeLICAN TAKING FLIGHT, Alligator Creek, 
Punta Gorda, Florida.  © Teri Franzen

CARDINAL IN SNOW, Copper Canyon, 
Texas.  © Denise Remfert

A BLACK SKIMMeR SOMeRSAuLTS TO CATCH A 
FISH, Outer Banks, North Carolina.  © Mark Buckler

BeLTeD KINGFISHeR SHAKeS IT OFF, Wellfleet, 
Massachusetts.  © Christopher Ciccone

A SeA GuLL LANDS WITH A SPLASH, 
Flatanger, Norway.  © Annie Katz

CARDINAL WITH SNOWBuRST, Five Rivers 
Education Center, Albany, New York.  © Scott Stoner

A CeDAR WAxWING DINeS ON BeRRIeS, Boise, 
Idaho.  © Steve Bly

A RABBIT IS SeRVeD BY A GReAT HORNeD OWL 
TO ITS FLeDGLING, Englewood, Florida.  
© Cheryl Arena

THe LITTLe Bee eATeR eATS FLYING INSeCTS, 
Ruckomechi Camp, Zimbabwe.  © Bill Klipp

MACARONI PeNGuINS, Cooper Bay, Antarctica. 
© Jacqueline Deely
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GReAT BLue HeRON MOM WITH ADOLeSCeNTS,  Magnolia Plantation, 
South Carolina.  © Gary Paige

SANDHILL CRANe MOM CAReS FOR HeR TWO-
DAY-OLD CHICKS, Englewood, Florida.  
© Jo Ann Crebbin

CANADA GOOSe HuDDLeS WITH GOSLINGS, Rocky 
Mountain National Park, Colorado.  © Michael Cohen

FeMALe ReD-WINGeD BLACKBIRD AND HeR 
YOuNG, Wakodahatchee Wetlands, Florida.  
© Kenneth Lassman

AN OWL DeLIVeRS A GeCKO, Bradenton, Florida.  
© Troy Lim

NORTHeRN HARRIeR HuNTS IN A SNOWSTORM, 
Salisbury, Massachusetts.  © Christopher Ciccone

SANDHILL CRANeS TAKe FLIGHT, frozen Seven Springs Lake, Elizabeth, 
Indiana.  © Vickie Raney-DeWitt

SNAIL KITe IN FLIGHT WITH SNAIL, 
Central Florida.  © Ronald Bielefeld

A YeLLOW-HeADeD BLACKBIRD TAKeS FLIGHT, Eastern 
Sierrra Nevada, California.  © Don Henderson
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BLACK SKIMMeR SKIRMISH, 
Marco Island, Florida.  
© Michael Cohen

ROSeATe SPOONBILLS AT SuNSeT, Green Cay 
Wetlands, Boynton Beach, Florida.  © Bill Gozansky

SNOWY eGReT AND TRICOLOReD HeRON, St. 
Augustine Florida.  © Susan Jarrett

FOOD FIGHT BeTWeeN TWO SeA GuLLS, 
Flatanger, Norway.  © Annie Katz

JuVeNILe FRIGATeBIRD CHASeS ReD-FOOTeD 
BOOBY, Genovesa, Galapagos, Ecuador.  
© Indranil Sircar

A GeNTOO PeNquIN SHOOTS OuT OF THe 
SuRF, Bleaker Island in the Falklands.  
© Keith Kennedy

NORTHeRN FLICKeR LeAVING NeST, Kamloops, 
British Columbia, Canada.  © James Urbach

SNOWY PLOVeR CHICK TAKeS A WALK, Pismo 
Beach, California.  © Alice Cahill

BALD eAGLeS FIGHT OVeR A SALMON, Haines, 
Alaska.  © Jim Brown

CROW CHASeS PeLICAN, Tampa Bay, Florida.  
© Ann Pacheco
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http://lynchphotos.com
mailto:jlmalloch@gmail.com
mailto:Paul.Marcellini@gmail.com
http://www.paulmarcellini.com
mailto:artsyfartsy@yahoo.com
http://www.amymarquesphotography.com
mailto:diane@imprintsofnature.com
http://imprintsofnature.com
mailto:amccainmd@gmail.com
http://facebook.com/angelamccainphotography
mailto:shayne@wildcompasstours.com
http://www.wildcompasstours.com
mailto:wendymci@aol.com
mailto:sjmeanwell@me.com
http://www.MeanwellPhotographics.com
mailto:bigcypress214@yahoo.com
http://constancemierphotography.com
mailto:dan@gdanmitchell.com
http://www.gdanmitchell.com
mailto:matt@moses-images.com
http://www.moses-images.com
mailto:charles@charlesneedlephoto.com
http://www.charlesneedlephoto.com
mailto:norvellj@msn.com
http://www.oryxluxuryphotosafaris.com
http://www.newlifephotos.com
http://shop.panasonic.com/4kphoto
http://www.hoothollow.com
http://www.mountaineerphotoexcursions.com
http://www.sigma.com
http://www.sabrewingtours.com
http://www.jackiekramerphotography.com
http://www.dansuzio.com/ecuador
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Donate now at nanpafoundation.org

Advancing Awareness of and Appreciation for Nature through Photography

Philip Hyde Environmental Grant • High School Scholarship Program 
 College Scholarship Program • Photo Blinds Grant

Support Projects with Impact

THARP, BReNDA, brenda@brendatharp.com, http://www.brendatharp.com, 12, 34
TRAGeSeR, SCOTT, trageser.scott@gmail.com, http://www.NatureStills.com, 36
TRONe, JOHN, jwtrone@gmail.com, http://www.johntrone.com; http://www.eartheyephoto.com, 11, 29
TuBRIDY, DeBBIe, dmtubridy@gmail.com, http://www.tnwaphotography.com, 20
TYLeR, WILLIAM, wtyler@gmail.com, 30, 32
uRBACH, JAMeS, f5eagle@aol.com, http://www.jimurbach.smugmug.com, 97
VANuGA, JeFF, jvanuga@mac.com, http://www.jeffvanuga.com, 10, 50
WALKeR, MIKe, mikewalker@verizon.net, http://www.mikewalkerphotography.com, 55, 62
WARLeY, LANCe, lwarley213@gmail.com, http://lancewarleyphotography.com, 51, 58, 62
WATSON, BOB, Bob@BobWatsonPhotography.com, http://BobWatsonPhotography.com, 60
WeAVeR, STePHeN, sweaver@coloradocollege.edu, http://www.stephen-weaver.com, 51
WeLLS, JOANNe, well8539@bellsouth.net, 74

WILSON, DAWN, Dawn@DawnWilsonPhotography.com, http://www.dawnwilsonphotography.com/, 11, 16
WOOD, GeORGe, obxwood@yahoo.com, 35
WOOD, THOMAS, tfwood@blomand.net, http://tomwoodnaturephotography.com, 57
zeLASKO, SANDRA, slzphoto@sbcglobal.net, http://www.SandraLeePhotography.com, 13, 85
zeRINGue, KYLe, kyle@zeringuephoto.com, http://www.zeringuephoto.com, 57

WILDSIDe PHOTO ADVeNTuReS, http://www.WildsidePhotoAdventures.com, inside front cover

TAMRON, http://www.tamron-usa.com, inside back cover

http://www.exploreinfocus.com
http://www.nanpafoundation.org
mailto:brenda@brendatharp.com
http://www.brendatharp.com
mailto:trageser.scott@gmail.com
http://www.NatureStills.com
mailto:jwtrone@gmail.com
http://www.johntrone.com
http://www.eartheyephoto.com
mailto:dmtubridy@gmail.com
http://www.tnwaphotography.com
mailto:wtyler@gmail.com
mailto:f5eagle@aol.com
http://www.jimurbach.smugmug.com
mailto:jvanuga@mac.com
http://www.jeffvanuga.com
mailto:mikewalker@verizon.net
http://www.mikewalkerphotography.com
mailto:lwarley213@gmail.com
http://lancewarleyphotography.com
mailto:Bob@BobWatsonPhotography.com
http://BobWatsonPhotography.com
mailto:sweaver@coloradocollege.edu
http://www.stephen-weaver.com
mailto:well8539@bellsouth.net
mailto:Dawn@DawnWilsonPhotography.com
http://www.dawnwilsonphotography.com
mailto:obxwood@yahoo.com
mailto:tfwood@blomand.net
http://tomwoodnaturephotography.com
mailto:slzphoto@sbcglobal.net
http://www.SandraLeePhotography.com
mailto:kyle@zeringuephoto.com
http://www.zeringuephoto.com
http://www.WildsidePhotoAdventures.com
http://www.tamron-usa.com
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Floral Photography Tour & Workshop  [3-‐7	  June	  2016]	  
with Floral Photographer, Jackie Kramer & Guest Photographer, Heléna Adelmann 

Sharpen	  your	  ar,s,c	  vision,	  photography	  skills,	  and	  edi,ng	  in	  the	  

Gardens of Victoria, British Columbia
	  h7p://jackiekramerphotography.com/victoria-‐workshop-‐2016	  

http://www.oryxluxuryphotosafaris.com
http://www.newlifephotos.com
http://jackiekramerphotography.com/victoria-workshop-2016
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http://shop.panasonic.com/4kphoto
http://www.awakethelight.com


takes you to the ends 
of the earth to capture 

the decisive moment

We have extensive experience 
in the world’s finest nature 
photography destinations:

gustaphoto@aol.com | (847) 298-8351

 » Tanzania 
 » Rwanda
 » Madagascar
 » Namibia
 » India

 » Costa Rica
 » Brazil
 » Patagonia
 » & beyond

Tour schedules, itineraries, availability, 
trip reports, photo galleries, HD videos, 

safari related products, and more 
available at gustafsonphotosafari.net

Gps

http://www.hoothollow.com
http://www.stevegettle.com
http://www.gustafsonphotosafari.net
http://www.gustafsonphotosafari.net
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Lake Powell by Houseboat
with Gary Ladd & Suzanne Mathia

October 12-16, 2016

Traverse the brilliant blue-green waters of Lake 
Powell and the Glen Canyon Recreation Area 
with photographer and geologist, Gary Ladd 
and award winning landscape photographer 
Suzanne Mathia  to capture stunning expanses of 
endless water, sky and geologic wonders. Spend 
� ve days aboard a houseboat photographing 
the colorful crossbeds of sandstone that line 
the various coves, canyons and natural bridges.

©  G ary Ladd

WORKSHOP EXPERIENCES COAST TO COAST & BEYOND 
Acadia  Canyon de Chelly  China  Colorado Rockies  Grand Canyon 
Grand Tetons     Havasupai     Horses & Cowboys at the White Stallion Ranch   
Joshua Tree  Lake Tahoe  Monument Valley/Hunts Mesa  Organ Pipe 
Salt River Canyon  & Cibecue Falls   Sedona   Snow Canyon & Toroweap 
The Palouse  White Pocket   White Sands and more.  For more info visit

 www.ahpw.org or call 602.712.2004 or 1-888-790-7042.

http://www.ahpw.org
http://www.bcphotoadventures.com
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Take it all in,
Just relax, 

Breathe,
Enjoy,
Learn

Don’t let your nature photography workshop 
or tour experience become more like work.

A Tom Dwyer Photo Retreat 
in the Adirondacks or Finger Lakes regions of 
New York will send you home refreshed and 

enthusiastic about your photography.

www.TomDwyerPhotography.com
E-mail: Tom@TomDwyerPhotography.com

&
2016 schedule out now

www.firstlightphotography.com     516-965-3097     info@firstlightphotography.com

http://www.mountaineerphotoexcursions.com
http://www.dansuzio.com/ecuador
http://www.chuckhaney.com/workshops
http://www.tomdwyerphotography.com
http://www.firstlightphotography.com


Kevin Karlson 

King Eider 

/3arrow) Alaska 
Photograph the specialty birds of the 
the high arctic: June 9_15 2016 ' 

Join Sabrewing Nature Tours co-founder 
Brian Zwiebel and special guest leader 
Kevin Karlson on this once in a lifetime 
opportunity. Enjoy the nesting eiders, 
displaying shorebirds, loons, jaegers and 
much more in the land of the midnight sun. 
This small group tour is sure to provide 
you images and memories of a life time. 

Brian Zwiebel 

150-600mm F5-6.3
DG OS HSM
Case, Hood (LH1164-01), Shoulder strap included. 
USA 4 Year Service Protection

A high performance, ultra telephoto zoom. 

Portable, durable and performs to the 

highest of photographic standards. 

Powerful and commanding. 

COMMANDING.

SIGMA USB Dock
Update, adjust & personalize. Customization 
never thought possible. Sold separately.

Learn more sigmaphoto.com/usb-dock

SIGMA Corporation of America | 15 Fleetwood Court | Ronkonkoma, NY 11779, U.S.A. | Tel: (631) 585-1144 
www.SigmaPhoto.com | Follow us Twitter @sigma_photo and Facebook.com/sigmacorporationofamerica

http://www.sabrewingtours.com
http://www.sigma.com


Hunt’s 

Photo specializes 

in all your photo & video 

equipment needs. With personal 

service and over 15 years servicing 

NANPA members. Hunt’s Photo is  

dedicated to every nature  

photographers changing needs.  

NANPA members recieve free 

ground shipping within the  

lower 48 United States.

w w w . h u n t s p h o t o . c o m

S o c i a l i z e  w i t h  u s  f o r  t h e  l a t e s t  
e d u c a t i o n a l  e v e n t s  a n d  s p e c i a l s .

Where in the World  

is gary

Blog wbhunt.com/blog

8 0 0 • 9 2 4 • 8 6 8 2

Scan Code 
for Email Specials

Email Gary Farber for Product Package Deals 
digitalguygary@wbhunt.com

Follow the Hunt’s Photo Blog

Hunt’s 

Photo specializes 

in all your photo & video 

equipment needs. With personal 

service and over 15 years servicing 

NANPA members. Hunt’s Photo is  

dedicated to every nature  

photographers changing needs.  

NANPA members recieve free 

ground shipping within the  

lower 48 United States.

w w w . h u n t s p h o t o . c o m

S o c i a l i z e  w i t h  u s  f o r  t h e  l a t e s t  
e d u c a t i o n a l  e v e n t s  a n d  s p e c i a l s .

Where in the World  

is gary

Blog wbhunt.com/blog

8 0 0 • 9 2 4 • 8 6 8 2

Scan Code 
for Email Specials

Email Gary Farber for Product Package Deals 
digitalguygary@wbhunt.com

Follow the Hunt’s Photo Blog

www.tamron-usa.com 

Focal length: 600mm   Exposure: F/7.1  1/640 sec  ISO800   © Hiroto Fukuda

One step beyond 

SP 150-600mm
F/5-6.3 Di VC USD
[Model A011] for Canon, Nikon, and Sony* mount

Capture clear, sharp images all the way to 600mm. With advanced optical  
technology, Ultrasonic Silent Drive autofocusing and Vibration Compensation,  
our stylish zoom can take you closer to the extraordinary.
*Sony mount without VC

http://www.huntsphoto.com
http://www.huntsphoto.com
http://www.tamron-usa.com



